The Josephson I, between a Ta-wire probe and an induced, surface, singlet, superconducting state in UBei3 decreases with decreasing temperature below the bulk UBei3 T" in contrast to the increase seen in comparison Mo samples. This shows that the bulk UBei3 superconductivity suppresses the induced singlet superconductivity.
The nature of the superconducting state in the heavy-fermion metal UBet3' is a question which has generated considerable current interest and experimental activity. The resistivity and specific heat, ultrasonic attenuation, and other properties in UBet3 are anomalous and have supported suggestions that its pairing is odd-parity (OP) spin-triplet, as in superfluid 3He, or even-parity d wave. (2) We assume that the magnitude of the inducedsinglet order parameter is fixed by balancing two energies: the free-energy cost SFr to impose s. type superconductivity on the UBer3 and another energy SF2 which represents coupling to the Ta wire. We have
where SF2 is phenomenological; q is a measure of the transmissivity of the interface; b, T, and b, , are the order parameters at the interface in the Ta and UBer3, respectively; and go is the coherence length in UBer3. 
